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Abstract8

Electron Multiplying Charge Coupled Devices, EMCCD are used as x-ray detectors. The NSLS-II Soft9

Inelastic x-ray Scattering (SIX) beam line has two EMCCDs for x-ray detection in the spectrometer arm.10

The spectrometer with high resolving power disperses x-rays vertically. The x-ray vertical position on the11

sensor plane is related to its energy. This allows for very accurate x-ray energy measurements through x-ray12

coordinates. X-rays interact with silicon and create a number of electron-hole pairs proportional to the13

x-ray energy. Electrons drift and diffuse toward pixel gates and are collected there. The diffused electrons14

form a charge cloud distributed over several neighboring pixels. This charge sharing enables coordinate15

measurements with accuracy better than the pixel pitch. The charge distribution shape has to be taken into16

account to achieve ultimate accuracy in coordinate measurements. In this paper, we present a method of17

the charge distribution shape analysis and demonstrate its applications.18

The drift and diffusion of electrons from the point of generation to pixel gates results in the bell-shaped19

electron cloud usually approximated by Gaussian shape. The number of electrons collected under a pixel20

is proportional to the shape function integral. These electron packets get transferred to the sense node of21

the output amplifier. The transfer process could introduce distortions to the original charge distribution.22

For example, during transfers, electrons in the packet could be exposed to traps if they are present in the23

sensor. The trapping and later the release processes distort the apparent shape of the charge distribution.24

Therefore, deviations of the charge distribution shape from the originally symmetrical form can indicate the25

presence of trap centers in the sensor and can be used for sensor diagnostics.26
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1. INTRODUCTION28

The soft x-ray spectrometer on the SIX beam line [1] is equipped with e2v CCD207-40 [2] sensors. They29

are n-channel, partially depleted, back-illuminated devices with pixel size 16µm. There is no AR coating30

on the back side to ensure a high efficiency for soft x-rays. The first ∼ 8µm at the back side is field-free.31

The total device thickness is ∼ 14µm. The imaging area is 1632(columns)× 1608(rows) pixels. In our case32

the direction of the parallel transfer (along columns) is close to the vertical and serial register is oriented in33

horizontal direction. The serial register has 536 electron multiplication elements. Sensors were operated at34

-110C. The readout speed was ∼ 3 MHz.35

The x-ray energy range available at this beam line is 0.23 keV – 2.0 keV. The x-ray absorption length36

in Silicon for these energies [3] is 0.1− 10µm. The conversion point for most of these x-rays is in the field-37

free region close to the entrance window surface. Initially the generated charge is contained in the volume38

constrained by the photo electron range in Silicon, R[µm] = 0.012 ∗E[keV ]1.75 [4]. For the maximum beam39

energy, R is 0.04µm. The charge carriers diffuse in the field-free region and on the drift path. The resulting40

cloud shape is discussed, for example in [5], [6] and references therein. In our case the charge distribution41

width, σ is approximately 7 − 8µm at the EMCCD gates. The charge sharing between neighboring pixels42

enables charge cloud centroid determination for each individual x-ray. The approach based on center-of-mass43

method improves spatial resolution as demonstrated in [7] and references therein. Using the accurate charge44

distribution shape can lead to further resolution improvements.45

2. Data and analysis46

EMCCDs were calibrated at 285, 450, 530, 640, 760, 850, 930, 1050, 1200, 1409, 1500, 1750, and 2000 eV.47

The monochromatic x-ray beam was scattered off the target onto EMCCDs. To accumulate x-ray statistics,48

two hundred images with a short, ∼ 1sec integration time were taken at each energy. This results in ∼ 10049

x-rays per image. The short integration time was chosen to reduce pileup.50

The following cuts were used in our analysis: a) pixels with amplitude greater than 10 · σnoise were51

considered as cluster seed candidates; b) all clusters with overlapping zones were rejected; c) clusters with52

total amplitude in the energy window centered on the beam energy were selected. The individual pixel and53

x-ray total amplitude distributions are shown in Fig.1 for 530 eV data. The peak at zero in pixel amplitude54

distribution corresponds to empty pixels and its width characterizes the readout noise.55

The average x-ray cluster method presented in Ref.[8] is used for the charge distribution shape analysis.56

The x-ray cluster is defined as a N ×N zone around the pixel with maximum amplitude. From a collection57

of clusters the average cluster is constructed. More details on average cluster shape and its variability58

are discussed in [8]. The average charge profile was augmented with the correlation matrix. Correlation59

coefficients between signal amplitudes in the central pixel and all other pixels in the cluster were calculated.60
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Figure 1: Pixel amplitudes and clean x-ray clusters total amplitudes at 530 eV.

Calibration data were analyzed using the 5x5 cluster size. Even though 3x3 zone contains most of the signal,61

the larger zone shows more charge distribution shape details; reduces the pileup contamination (compared62

to 3x3 zone); and the signal leakage out of this zone is much less as well. An array of histograms, an63

example is shown in Fig.2, is used to accumulate amplitude distributions in each cluster pixel and calculate64

averages and r.m.s. The 1D profiles in the serial and parallel transfer directions were also constructed. As65

an example, profile histograms obtained at 530 eV are shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5.66

3. Average x-ray cluster shape67

The number of non overlapping clusters in the 530 eV sample is ∼ 20k. The number of rejected overlap-68

ping clusters is ∼ 3%. These numbers are typical for other energies as well. The average cluster 2D and 1D69

profiles are shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5. The average cluster is expected to be rotationally symmetrical around70

the central pixel. Our data clearly show an asymmetry in the horizontal direction at operating temperature71

-110C. One way to quantify this asymmetry is to calculate left-right and up-down differences as a total72

amplitude fraction for pixels close and away from the central pixel, numbered as 2: e1 = (A3 − A1)/Atotal73

and e2 = (A4−A0)/Atotal . These asymmetries are related to the charge transfer inefficiency. The e1 charac-74

terizes the first pixel in the tail and e2 is for the second pixel. The accuracy in asymmetry can be calculated75
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Figure 2: Amplitude distributions in 5 × 5 pixel clusters and horizontal and vertical profiles. The central pixel is highlighted

in yellow; vertical profile is green; horizontal profile is pink; and total sum is blue. (For interpretation of the references to color

in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Figure 3: Average cluster central row asymmetry values for different x-ray

energies. e1 - blue, e2 - magenta. Data points are connected by lines to

guide the eye. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

using corresponding standard deviations. In our case the accuracy is ∆e ' 0.13%. The vertical profile76

top-bottom asymmetries are eV1 = 0.13% and eV2 = 0.15%. They are within our measurement accuracy. The77

horizontal profile asymmetries are eH1 = 7.3% and eH2 = 5.5% as can be seen in Fig.5, left plot. All cluster78

rows contribute into asymmetry of the horizontal profile (sum over all cluster rows), as seen in Fig. 2, and79

there is a difference between central row and profile asymmetry values. Asymmetries slightly decrease with80

increasing energy. As an example, the energy dependence of the cluster central row asymmetry is shown81

in Fig.3 . The number of electrons in the charge packet increases with energy and since the number of82

traps stays constant this leads to the observed behavior. The asymmetry in the serial direction introduces83

systematic bias in this coordinate estimate. While it is true that the cluster vertical direction is the critical84

one since it directly impacts the energy resolution of RIXS experiments, a systematic bias in the horizontal85

charge profile may induce small deviations which are not ideal when the energy resolution is pushed to86

the limit. In our setup no provision was made in hardware for x-ray detector alignment in respect to the87

spectrometer coordinate system and isoenergetic lines of the RIXS spectrometer are not perfectly parallel to88

EMCCD rows. The alignment is done using calibration data sets. The coordinate along energy dispersion89

axis in the spectrometer system, ys is related to detector coordinates [xd, yd] by rotational transformation90

ys = yd · cos(α) + xd · sin(α) where α is the misalignment angle of two coordinate systems determined from91

calibration data. The uncertainty in xd contributes into the energy resolution though suppressed by factor92

sin(α). Furthermore, the asymmetry in the horizontal charge profile complicates a centroiding analysis based93

on center of mass or a 2D fitting, and requires an energy dependent correction to be established.94
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4. Correlation matrix95

Pearson’s correlation coefficients [9] between the central pixel and all other pixels in the cluster were96

calculated. X-rays in our sample are monochromatic and when the central pixel gets more signal other97

pixels get less. The charge distribution width and consequently the amplitude in the central pixel depends98

on the distance between the x-ray conversion point and the gates. These data features induce the negative99

correlation coefficients. The matrix is also expected to be centrally symmetrical for a non distorted charge100

distribution. For presentation purposes, the central pixel self correlation was set to zero instead of one. An101

example of the correlation matrix is shown in Fig.6. As seen in Fig.6 left plot the matrix is not entirely102

symmetrical. In the horizontal (serial) direction pixels in the tail have positive correlation coefficients,103

and left/right coefficients are −0.041, and +0.075. In the vertical direction corresponding coefficients,104

top/bottom are −0.04, and −0.046105

5. Performance optimization106

Analysis tools described in previous sections enable us to conduct the sensor performance optimization.107

The observed asymmetry in serial direction in both average cluster shape and correlation matrix suggested108

that one possible cause could be the multiplication part of the serial register. The presence of traps in the109

serial register could be the explanation. Taking into account the number of electron-multiplying stages, 536110

the charge transfer inefficiency per stage is ∼ 5 · 10−5.111

The voltage settings on DC and HV multiplication register phases [10] directly affect the multiplication112

process and the path electrons follow during the transfer. The voltage difference between these phases sets113

the multiplication factor. For a given multiplication the parameter space is one dimensional. At the first114

optimization step we varied the DC phase voltage level. There were no changes in asymmetry parameters115

within 2σ level.116

The EMCCD operating temperature strongly affect trapping and release time constants. On the next117

step we changed the operating temperature from nominal -110C to -95C in 5C increments. Measurements118

were always done at 532 eV. At each temperature point 120 images were acquired resulting in ∼ 40k x-rays119

per sensor. The average cluster 2D and horizontal profiles, and correlation matrices are shown in Fig.4, Fig.5120

and Fig.6 correspondingly. The 2D and 1D profiles show that the tail disappears at warmer temperature.121

Asymmetry parameters are summarized in Table 1. The average cluster and correlation matrix symmetry122

is getting restored at warmer temperature. At -95C asymmetry parameter values are reduced by factor of123

∼ 20 and are within 3σ of parameter errors.124

The operating temperature also strongly affects the multiplication gain and this in turn affects the system125

noise. The multiplication gain decreases at warmer temperatures, as expected, see [11], for example. The126

combined effect of all noise sources is reflected in the sensor energy resolution. Main noise sources are127
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Figure 4: Average cluster at -110C, -105C, -100C, -95C.

Figure 5: Horizontal (serial) profiles at -110C, -105C, -100C, -95C.

Table 1: Average cluster horizontal asymmetry.

T, C e1, % e2, %

-110 7.3 5.2

-105 3.3 2.3

-100 1.4 1.1

-95 0.36 0.39
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Figure 6: Correlation matrices for -110C, -105C, -100C, -95C (left to right). (For interpretation of the references to color in

this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

signal fluctuations, dark current, multiplication, readout and deferred charge. Fluctuations in the number128

of generated electron-hole pairs, signal shot noise σsignal can be determined using the pair creation energy, w129

and the Fano factor, F. For our case E=532 eV, w = 3.72 eV/pair, F=0.14 [12] and the number of generated130

pairs is Ne = E/w = 143 and σsignal =
√
F ·Ne = 4.5e. The electron multiplication contribution is usually131

expressed through the excess noise factor [13] F 2
m = σ2

out/(σin ·M)2 = 2 × (M − 1)/M (N+1)/N + 1/M ,132

where M is the total multiplication gain and N is the number of multiplication stages. In our case N = 536,133

M ∼ 100 and consequently F 2
m ' 2 and this increases Fano limited noise from 4.5e to 6.3e. The dark current134

shot noise is multiplied in the serial register but readout noise is not. Combining these noise sources, the135

resolution can be expressed as σE/E =
√
F 2
m(σ2

signal +K2σ2
dark) +K2(σread/M)2/Ne, where K is the x-ray136

cluster size, 5 in this analysis. Other contributions into the total output signal variance, such as deferred137

charge noise when there is trapping and photon beam energy spread should be taken into considerations as138

well.139

The energy resolution was measured as the width of the x-ray peak shown in the right plot in Fig.1 and140

presented in Table 2 for both #0 and #1 sensors at the SIX beam line. The peak position was used to141

calculate the conversion coefficient C = E[eV ]/Apeak[adu]. In terms of multiplication and electronics, G,142

gains Apeak = M · G ·Ne and C = w/MG. Converting the read noise from a.d.u to eV this way produces143

easy to interpret quantity σconv = C ·G · σread = w · σread/M , where σread is the equivalent noise charge on144

the electronics input. The resulting σread at different temperatures are summarized in Table 2. Both sensors145

behave very similar and readout noise values in Table 2 are presented for sensor #0. The total noise r.m.s.146

derived from the energy resolution is ∼ 18e. The main contribution is from the readout noise and generally147

the total noise behaves according to expectations. For example, the effective readout noise increases when148

the multiplication gain decreases at warmer temperatures. The latter effect however can be compensated by149

a small increase in the HV phase amplitude. It should be noted that the pixel noise amplitude distribution150

is non-Gaussian with a tail towards larger amplitudes. This indicates that dark current noise contribution,151
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Table 2: Noise and energy resolution summary.

T, C σread, adu Scale, eV/adu K σread/M , e σE/E, % (0) σE/E,% (1)

-110 6.1 0.99 8.1 12.9 13.1

-105 5.86 1.15 9.1 12.8 12.7

-100 5.67 1.35 10.3 13.5 13.2

-95 5.53 1.6 11.9 14.0 13.3

light pollution, clock induced charge and some degree of correlations in the readout noise could be present.152

Further studies are required for clarification.153

CONCLUSIONS154

It was demonstrated that the x-ray average cluster shape and cluster correlation matrix analysis can155

reveal charge distribution asymmetries. This analysis provides practical and robust measurements with a156

good accuracy for modest, ∼ 20k statistical samples. This tool enables us to perform sensor performance157

optimization. At nominal operating conditions both average cluster shape and correlation matrix were non-158

symmetrical with a ”tail” behind the central pixel, in serial direction. The temperature adjustment from159

-110C to -95C restored the symmetry. Correlation coefficients all become negative, as expected, with values160

down to -0.12. The multiplication gain temperature dependence was observed. The gain decreases with161

rising temperature, as expected.162

It is demonstrated that x-ray analysis is a powerful tool for EMCCD characterization and performance163

optimization.164
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